FOOTHILL PTO CAREER VOLUNTEER SURVEY
(Please type or print legibly)
NAME:____________________________________________________________________
CAREER:__________________________________________________________________
JOB TITLE (if different from above):____________________________________________
YEARS IN PROFESSION:______
PLEASE CHECK BELOW YOUR INTEREST IN PARTICIPATION FOR EACH POTENTIAL
ACTIVITY: (Please check all that apply)
CAREER NIGHT PRESENTER:
Yes___
No___
This activity is best suited for a volunteer who is comfortable speaking to a group of high school
students about their career, educational background, a typical work day, typical salaries, etc.
The event would be held on a weekday evening at Foothill High in the spring of 2019 and the
format would likely be breakout sessions for students with an interest in your particular career.
CAREER NIGHT PANEL PRESENTER:
Yes___
No___
This activity would consist of participating on a panel with other presenters representing similar
careers (ie. health care professions such as nursing, doctors, physicians assistants, etc.). The
presentation would take place at the above Career Night event at Foothill High in the spring of
2019.
CAREER RESOURCE:
Yes___
No___
Volunteers interested in this activity would be part of a database of resources for Foothill
students to contact on their own to learn more about specific careers. The Foothill PTO would
maintain the database and provide it to Foothill counseling staff who would release the
information to students according to their interest and ability to utilize the resource responsibly
and effectively. Time commitments would vary according to the individual needs of the students
and willingness of the volunteer.
JOB SHADOWING:
Yes___
No___
Volunteers interested in this activity would be included in the above database as a resource
willing to provide tours of their workplace or job shadowing opportunities to students upon
request. As indicated above, the database would be maintained by the Foothill PTO and
information released to students through Foothill counseling staff. Time commitments would
vary according to the individual needs of the students and willingness of the volunteer.

INTERNSHIP:
Yes___
No___
Would you or your company be interested in offering a short term or seasonal internship to high
school students? You would be contacted for additional information before this information is
passed on to students.
DIGITAL CAREER PROJECT:
Yes___
No___
Would you or professionals from your company be willing to participate in a career learning
project where you'd be interviewed and your "career story" would be available for student
viewing as part of a campus-based project to bring awareness of a diversity of professions to
students? If you are interested, you will be specifically contacted. Time commitment would be
approximately 2 hours
Please provide the following contact information for PTO follow-up only. We will follow
up with you prior to any information being distributed.
ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
PREFFERED
EMAIL:____________________________________________________________________
Include in database for student contact:
Yes___
No___
PHONE:________________________
Include in database for student contact:

Cell__
Yes___

Home__
No___

Other __

PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY BY EMAIL BY NOVEMBER 15 TO:
barbaramessick@gmail.com OR BY MAIL TO:
Foothill High School
ATTN: PTO

19251 Dodge Ave
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Please contact Barbara by email, text or phone at (714)614-5227 if you have any
questions regarding this volunteer activity or for more information.

